
SERVICES

TrackVia Development Suite
MAKING APP DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES EASIER

To help you better manage your application development initiatives and foster a positive culture of continuous 

application improvement, we’ve created the TrackVia Development Suite (TDS). The TDS is a set of applications, 

each with their own functions and benefits. Below is a summary of each application and the value it provides.

• Tells end users who to reach out to for 

assistance with operational apps

• Provides a set of questions and criteria to 

help administrators consistently define the 

purpose, value, and scope of a project

• View and prioritize backlogged projects in a 

central location 

OVERVIEW

Application Catalog 

A library of operational apps and a backlog of apps.

Build Tracker
One-stop shop for managing in-flight TrackVia 
development projects.

• Gain visibility into project statuses, key dates, and 

general information without having to exchange 

emails or make phone calls

• Project resources can easily create sprints, tasks, 

and assign responsibilities for projects

• User specific dashboards display projects and tasks 

assigned to the user giving them visibility into task 

completion and timing.

APPLICATIONS



Reach out to your 
Customer Success Manager 

or 
Account Executive 

to learn more

Process Documentation
Helps you create, distribute, and maintain process 
documentation guides for your users.

• Save time by creating user guides automatically

• Surface updated user guides to end users 

immediately

• Gain insight into which TrackVia resources are 

being used in which processes

Request Tracker
Serves as a communication tool between 
users and administrators to provide 
application feedback, log improvement ideas, 
and identify issues.

• Fosters a culture of continuous improvement 

for existing applications

• Increases end user engagement and sense of 

ownership over applications

• Closes the feedback loop between end users 

and admins ensuring awareness of app updates
Skill Zone
Keeps a log of projects, resources and the skills 
needed to build e�ective TrackVia applications.

• Encourages building of TrackVia experience and skills

• Provides visibility into which skills users have to assist 

with application development planning

• Identify deficient skill areas across the organization


